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About This Game

This game is more than adventure, is the game drew up on paper using watercolours, which includes the game detail and even
the animations! This is a story about a little girl who is preparing to celebrate the New Year. She will meet the fabulous animals

and wonders.

- There is no words :)
- There is no speech :)

- Everything is clear without words ^.^
- The Girl have no face (you can imagine any)

- The Game is not so long...

and...

- Unique colorful style
- Hand drawn watercolor graphic

- Music played on live musical instruments (inc Balalaika, Garmoshka, Glockenspiel)
- Joyful ambience of childhood

- Good jokes
- Cats...
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Title: Devochka Quest
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vesna Games
Publisher:
Vesna Games
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 1200

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

Storage: 80 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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Cool throwback to the 90s. Some tough chords to get through but easy riffs, so you can get the general sound but mastery takes
work. Good combo.. Although the artwork was very cool, the story was weird, with a seriously anticlimatic ending and and the
execution was variable in quality.. Shallow but fun. Sums up both the game and the lead character.

Angela has always struck me as someone who never quite made it out of highschool, and this game really confirms that. Despite
her making strides towards maturity in the last game, we\u2019re back to square one again. At a loss for inspiration for the
company\u2019s new Prom dresses, Angela decides to hold a highschool reunion, and incidentally recapture her glory days and
a fresh shot at being crowned Prom Queen, after an event (teased over most of the game) ruined her first Prom.

Honestly? For quite a few chapters, it\u2019s really hard to sympathise with Angela. She\u2019s childish, shallow and catty.
But she still shows glimmers of decency, and makes an effort to be a good role model to a young woman who visits the shop.
Despite all this, the story itself, while being the usual melo-drama you would expect from the franchise, did become compelling
and interesting.

The game-play is the usual \u2018Click on product, click on customer to give it to them, click register to get them to pay\u2019
style. A few upgrades from previous games, but nothing dazzling. And unlike \u2018Fashion Fever\u2019 none of the
achievements are obnoxiously difficult to get.

All in all, a fun way to pass the time, though not particularly substantial.
. This is probably one of the slowest Nancy Drew games, but don't give up on it. All Nancy narratives are worth at least one try.
I especially loved the wolf in the story:) You'll fall in love with the atmosphere, too.. Actually, a surprisingly decent simple wave-
platformer with unfairly cheap price. I feel bad for the dev that they have to set the price this low. But with this price, it
definitely worth it.

It's a very simple platformer, with only move\/jump and shoot, with cute monty-python-cut-up style steampunk aesthetics that
works well enough, though nothing very eyecatching. You fight waves of random enemies and a boss fight at the final wave, in a
single screen every time, but with randomized platform where you can jump around. Every few wave you get choice of random
upgrades, and if you beat the boss, you get new potential random upgrade for later runs.

It feels cheap, movement is floaty, but actually fun enough. Most likely won't entertain you for too long, but it will entertain you
(and a friend, since there's multiplayer) for a while. And once again, it's now priced as much as a single candy, so you can't
complain that it's not worth it.
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Aargh, nooo, not again, eek, waaaaaaaaaaaaaa, Bugger. Finished all at 5*, Normal to Master

Things that were good:
1. Awesome song choices, not just because they're great tracks from 1000DaysWasted, but they fir the game well and the
beatmaps that MadFellows have synched to them are awesome too.
2. The new tracks also include some new mechanics, little ribbon bumps, repeated loops and some slow drops that require a little
finesse show theyve done more than just bolt a couple of new levels together.
3. They're FUN! you can tell that they built this stuff with a smile on their faces, knowing guys like iTheli and Strider would be
reacting with a "woah" as soon as things started
4. Some nice bits of storytelling, showing some new "invaders" and throwbacks to some old scenes.
5. Slight increase in difficulty from the previous stuff.

Things that were not so good:
1. Seemingly no secrets in the levels?
2. No boss battle - was kinda expecting the third one to be a boss to close off the pack
3. No Foxache in the master rankings! show yourself! - Appreciate that you play too and do well at the game, going the extra
mile!
4. Had minor download issues on both PS4 and Steam version to do with repurchasing and re-downloading respectively.
(note: Madfellows stepped in on the PSN issue via Twitter, which was really awesome of them. Never known devs that engage
so well with their playerbase, can't be said enough.)

Things that could be improved:
1. Add Secrets
2. Close DLC chapters off with bosses
3. Honestly, I'd pay more for this, especially if it included either\/both of the above improvements
4. Possibly bundles that include the soundtracks\/licenses for the tracks on itunes etc?. I've never played Magic before but part
of getting old is randomly trying new things. Totally hooked and was pretty easy to pick up on the game with the great tutorial
system. I didn't really know which game to get but I figured I'd have the best time with pre-built decks , as a new player.. Nice,
this is a great little top down even at full price much less on sale. I hope it hasn't been abandoned as you can see the reviews are
all postive, yet no activity seems to be around the forums ect. Still, great addition to any top-down shooter's library and
surprisingly nice for the price.. Fun concept and good with friends but impossible to play alone aside from map exploration and
no ingame options or tutorial whatsoever.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sweet. Amazing soundtrack. So much fun.. I'm not a
backer to this game, I just saw it through a group's discord and became interested in the product. Since I'm one of the first to
play I might as well give my thoughts so you know what you're getting into

At first glance, it looks like a standard indie-platformer with a furry themed character. However when I looked at it I knew what
it was. It's an adventure platformer, a genre that is not common within the current norm. This is not Shantae, this is not Shovel
Knight, this is not Freedom Planet which is not a bad thing as it's able to give a reason to add to your library of games with no
real alternative currently.

This game is very similar to that of Act Raiser and Demon's Crest back in the SNES days. A small handful of large levels filled
with secrets but formulated in a way that gives it the feel where the ultimate goal is reaching the end. Finding these secrets will
reward you with currency which you can purchase various tools to help your overall progression of the game. The stages
themselves will have various obsticles that feel threatening enough to make them like get from point A to point B games.
Though quantity of levels is small, the amount of hidden stash and various paths makes it easy and appealing to replay.

The main gimmick of the gameplay is the ability to change season. Though it sounds unique, the mechanic is ultimatly just
switching between two stages. Various hazords get removed and other platforms appear. Nothing too special but it adds a little
to the general gameplay which is very solid. The main character has a veriety of melee and projectile based tools to use which
works well as the game's desigin is not afraid to throw enemies at you. You'll find various ways to get yourself out of situations
and you will feel like you're in constant danger of your enviroment which keeps you as a player in check and on your toes. It's
not difficult, but it does offer challenge.

This is a well made game that's fun but that's pretty much it. You're paying for exactly what you see and it won't appeal to
everyone. But if it interested you, then go for it.. This is only chapter one, and it's insanely good.
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I want to know what's going to happen next now !. I wish Psyonix would create more quality DLC content rather than indulging
in predatory lootbox slotmachines.. where's me indy car
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